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QUESTION 1

There are two parties in the V model: 

*

 the supplying party 

*

 the accepting party 

Which system development phase or test phase is not performed by the supplying party? 

A. 

Functional design 

B. 

Realization 

C. 

System test 

D. 

Technical design 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is an advantage of the BDTM approach? 

A. a test process that can be controlled by the client 

B. a cheaper test process 

C. a risk-free production launch of the tested system 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

With which step in the business driven test management (BDTM) approach follows the step etermining risk class?With
which step in the business driven test management (BDTM) approach follows the step ?etermining risk class? 



A. determining light/thorough testing 

B. formulating the assignment and gathering test goals 

C. creating test cases 

D. allocating test techniques 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

See the decision and test situations below: R = (A AND B) OR C 

Which test situation is missing if the coverage type decision points modified condition/decision coverage is used? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The test infrastructure consists of facilities and resources required to conduct testing effectively. Which facility does not
belong to the testing infrastructure? 

A. test environments 

B. test design techniques 

C. test tools 

D. workplaces 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 6

See the specification of a discount campaign below: 

How many equivalence classes can be distinguished from the above specification? 

A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 5 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

See the specification below: 

How many logical test cases can be generated if a semantic test using the coverage type decision points modified
condition/decision coverage is used? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

See the following specification: 



How many test situations can be distinguished for this specification when the coverage type decision points modified
condition/decision is used? 

A. 2 

B. 6 

C. 8 

D. 64 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is not one of the aims of the \\'testability review test basis\\' report? 

A. providing feedback on the quality of the test basis and its impact on the planned test procedure 

B. gaining an insight into the estimation for the test procedure 

C. obtaining information on project risks 

D. discussing the weak spots in the system design on time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is to be preserved in the activity reserving the testware? What is to be preserved in the activity reserving the
testware? 

A. alltestware created during the project 

B. a selection of thetestware in consultation with the future administrator 

Correct Answer: B 



 

 

QUESTION 11

Three parameters play a role for a printing function and for every parameter there are two equivalence classes to be
tested: 

Which combination is missing in the table if the coverage type pairwise testing is applied? 

A. arial color 10 

B. arial black 12 

C. verdana color 10 

D. verdana black 10 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Is the checklist created to determine the test basis dependent on the selected test design technique? 

A. yes 

B. no 

Correct Answer: A 
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